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•Gaming in Families - Christmas 1978



•Gaming in Families - Christmas 2009



•Gaming in Families - Christmas 2008



Project structure

Survey

Workshops

Literature review

Final report

Interviews

Expert seminar



Patterns of play



Survey key findings

• 39% of parents played a video game without children in 

the last 6 months

•

• 36% of parents played a video game with a young 

person under 16 in the last 6 months



Survey key findings

• 28% with pre-primary and primary, 8% with secondary

• 64% of children play with adults (70% primary, 57% 

secondary)

• Frequency of play • Length of play



Game genres



Motivation for playing





•“... games force you to decide, to choose, to 

prioritize. All the intellectual benefits of gaming 

derive from this fundamental virtue, because 

learning how to think is ultimately about learning to 

make the right decisions: weighing evidence, 

analyzing situations, consulting your long-term 

goals, and then deciding. No other pop cultural 

form directly engages the brain‟s decision-making 

apparatus in the same way”

•Steven Johnson (2005) “Everything bad is good for you” - p41



Parents reasons for playing games 

as a family
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For your and the child‟s/young person‟s enjoyment 

Because the child/young person asked you to 

To improve the child‟s/young person‟s motor cognitive skills 

To ensure the game content is suitable 

To improve the child‟s/young person‟s problem-solving 

To improve the child‟s/young person‟s factual knowledge 

To improve the child‟s/young person‟s social skills 

Because it‟s something parents do 

To help them to play alone without you 

So that you can learn something new 

To fill in time 

To spend quality time with children 

For your or the child‟s/young person‟s health 

No particular reason 



Children‟s reasons for playing 

games as a family



“They don‟t learn much from it [videogames] I don‟t 

think … maybe how to laugh a little, you know … 

how to get cross, you know, and how to handle 

that.  So again it‟s more those sorts of things than 

learning anything … school‟s for education”

•Father of 13 and 9 year old sons



“No, I don‟t think they‟re educational.  I think 

they‟re fun and you know certainly the Wii because 

it‟s very interactive … you can play it as a family. 

So that‟s fun.”

•Mother of three children



“[Halo] has got some more intricate puzzles in it, 

and it‟s a wider, more in depth sort of a game.  So 

there are definitely … definitely scope for 

challenging different parts of the psyche there.  

And any kind of challenge is going to bring … any 

kind of mental challenge is going to bring your 

mental ability up.” 

•Father of 11 year old boy



“I play Ice Hockey and it helps me learn positions 

and rules and … like you can start a fight 

sometimes on there.”

•11 year old boy



“I‟ve asked him how he feels about particular sort 

of acts or … if there‟s something that‟s particularly 

bloody I‟ll ask him what he feels about it and what 

he thinks about it.  And he does … in his replies he 

does differentiate between well it‟s a game.  I say 

„Well what is it based on?‟ and I‟ll try and get him 

to look at it from a perspective as if it wasn‟t a 

game.  He knows … he knows what‟s right and 

wrong.”

•Father of 11 year old boy



Toby But yeah we do take … like when there‟s three of us 

playing on Gran Turismo we make sure it‟s one, two, three, 

one two three.  So it‟s consistent.   

Dexter Sometimes if we‟re playing a game and we both … me and 

Toby both want to go first, we toss a coin.  

Toby Yeah toss a coin.  

Dexter I have never lost a toss.  

Toby Every time, I always lose every single time.  

•13 and 9 year old boys



If you want learning

•“it became clear that [teachers] parents needed to spend 

as much time encouraging reflection and focusing 

specifically upon such skills development ... in articulating 

the acquisition of concepts and content knowledge through 

games play”

•Teaching with Games final report, p 50

•But is that the purpose of games?



The safety perspective



Do parents use the control 

settings?

“Harry‟s got this thing generally, if there‟s a problem, 

particularly on a computer, if there‟s a problem he will go 

to a site and find a fix for it.  So if I was to do something 

that disabled his computer from doing something, 5 

minutes later he‟d be on Google and he would be doing a 

search to find out there‟s a bit of software that you could 

undo the control...”

• Father of 3 children



Are parents aware of game 

content?

“She was like „Oh he doesn‟t know what to do on it‟, he 

just like goes and gets in a car and drives around so I‟ll let 

him play on it.  And then like when I got older I started 

finding guns on it and then like I sort of went around 

blowing up stuff.  And then … “

• David (11)



Do parents find the age 

classifications useful?

• Some parents were unaware of game age ratings and 

content icons 

• Some parents were aware of the PEGI ratings but not 

that they cover suitable content, not level of difficulty 

(Football Manager 2010 3+ game but meant for older 

children)

• Some parents preferred to use their own judgement 

based on their knowledge of their children, the game 

and other parents‟ experiences



Conclusions



Family gaming is more frequent in 

families with young children

Parents don‟t automatically 

understand game play, age ratings 

and icons

Family gaming is done for fun!



http://www.futurelab.org.uk/projects

/gaming-in-families
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